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• After the data from the US showed that the Core Consumer Price Index (CPI) climbed to 6.3%

on a yearly basis in August from 5.9% in July, the dollar gathered strength amid renewed

hawkish Fed bets on Tuesday.

• Alternatively, hopes of more stimulus from China and expectations of a solution to the European

energy crisis seem to defend the steel buyers. In that regard, European Union (EU) Chief Ursula

von der Leyen’s plans for the energy price capping and US Trade Representative Katherine Tai’s

EU visit to meet European Commission Vice President Valdis Dombrovskis also favor cautious

optimism.

• Today, the European economic docket will feature July Industrial Production data and the US

Bureau of Labor Statistics will release the Producer Price Index (PPI) figures later in the day.

During the Asian trading hours, the second-quarter Gross Domestic Product (GDP) reading from

New Zealand and the August jobs report from Australia will be watched closely by market

participants.
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 The EUR/USD pair has picked bids around 0.9988 in the Asian session after nosediving from a

high of around 1.0200. The asset witnessed an intense sell-off after surrendering the critical

support of 1.0100 after the release of surprisingly higher-than-expected US inflation data.

 Meanwhile, eurozone bulls have weakened on a decline in ZEW Survey- Economic Sentiment.

The economic data declined sharply to -60.7 against the expectations of -52 and the prior

release of -54.9. A decline in the confidence of institutional investors in an economy suggests

that the retail demand and investments from corporate and foreign investors are expected to

drop significantly.

 The recovery moves can aim for the 1.0050 resistance if the asset oversteps above the 1.0000

parity. A breach of the latter will drive the main pair towards the swing low of September 12,

around 1.0100. On the contrary, a sustained move below the downtrend line from September 06

low at 0.9950 will send the asset to 0.9900, followed by last week low at 0.9860.
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 GBP/USD licks US inflation-linked wounds around 1.1520 as the cable traders await the UK

Consumer Price Index (CPI) data amid hawkish hopes from the Bank of England (BOE).

 Furthermore, news from the UK’s Daily Mail, quoting the Irish PM Micheál Martin, also seemed

to have helped the GBP/USD buyers. The Irish PM Martin said, per the news, that Queen's death

is a chance to 'reset' relations between Britain and Ireland and 'enhance' links following Brexit

rows.

 A clear upside break of the uptrend line from September 07 low and previous day's bearish

Engulfing candlestick keeps bears hopeful to revisiting the yearly low surrounding 1.1410.

Meanwhile, should the resistance of 1.1530 breaks, the pullback move will aim for the resistance

of 1.1600. A breach of the latter will drive cable towards September 09 high around 1.1650.
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 USD/JPY returns to bear’s radar, after a two-day uptrend, as fears of Bank of Japan (BOJ)

intervention joins strong yields during early Wednesday morning in Asia.

 Japan’s Nikkei news recently mentioned that BOJ reportedly conducted a rate check in apparent

preparation for currency intervention. Following the news, the Japanese central bank conveyed

likely delays in some settlements as some issues were identified on the BOJ network system.

 Should the asset drops below 143.50, it will be reduced to 143.00, followed by the broken

downtrend line from September 07 high, near 142.15. On the other hand, bulls need to surpass

the resistance of 145.00, which will send the pair to 146.00. A breach of the latter will drive the

major to 18 August 1998 high at 146.50.
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 XAU/USD seesaws around $1,704 as bears take a breather after a volatile day. Mixed concerns

over inflation and China join a light calendar to portray the metal’s inaction during early

Wednesday morning in Europe.

 With the benchmark 10-year US Treasury bond yield gaining more than 2% and rising above 3.4%

on Tuesday, gold suffered large losses and declined toward $1,700.

 The recovery moves may initially aim for the immediate support-turned-resistance line, around

$1,710, ahead of challenging the swing low of September 13 near $1,720. On the contrary, the

greenback bulls could regain control if the asset drops below $1,690. An occurrence of the same

will drag precious metal towards July 21 low surrounding $1,680.
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 US stocks plunged on Tuesday as the monthly inflation rate unexpectedly rose in August amid a

surge in core prices, solidifying the chances of a bigger rate increase from the Federal Reserve late

in September. Communication services and technology were the hardest hit among the sectors, all

of which were in the red.

 The S&P 500 shedding 4.32% to 3,932.68. For more downside, bears need to conquer the support

of 3,900, which will send the index to 3,800. Meanwhile, the resistance of 4,000 restricts

immediate S&P 500 upside before directing the bulls to 4,070.

 In company news, Eastman Chemical said it now expects third-quarter adjusted earnings of $2 per

share, down from $2.46 a year earlier. Analysts polled by Capital IQ expect $2.59. Shares of the

company slumped 11.3%, the worst performer on the S&P 500.
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